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Disclaimer: 

The views expressed in this newsletter are those of the con- 

tributors and do not necessarily reflect those of NCT. The 

information in this newsletter is intended for the use of NCT 

members, only in connection with NCT activities and may not  

be used for any commercial purposes. The appearance of an  

advertisement in this newsletter does not imply endorsement  

of the advertiser or its products and services by NCT, nor  

does it constitute a recommendation. NCT does not accept  

liability for any loss, injury or damage arising out of goods or  

services sold through any advertisement in this newsletter.  

Any discount offered to NCT Members by any advertisement  

is done so entirely at the discretion of the advertiser.  

 
 

© Kensington & Chelsea NCT 2011  

Please contact the Editor if you wish to reproduce anything in this newsletter at  

newsletternctkensington@yahoo.co.uk .  
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Editor’s Note  

I have been volunteering in the branch for a year now and I am amazed  
and thrilled at what we have accomplished. Thank you to all the  
volunteers. You are wonderful. You made this possible.  
 
In this issue you will find information on new initiatives (premature birth  
support) and new events (Cheeky Monkeys Tea Party and Teddy Bears  
Picnics) and get to meet some of the new volunteers. We have a special  
feature on co-sleeping and bed-sharing. Parents often feel guilty about  
co-sleeping and don‘t like to talk about it. Read how common co- 
sleeping really is.  

 
We have had an eventful spring. We had a photo session (the photo on  
the front cover came from that). We have started buggy walks on  
Monday mornings in Holland Park. We have a new and sparkling  
website. Some of the activities we organised after we printed our spring  
newsletter. So if you want to keep up to date then please follow us on  
Facebook, keep checking our webpages at www.nct.org.uk/kensington  
and if you are a member, please register a home email address with  
membership@nct.org.uk (we receive lots of out of office replies due to  
maternity leave).  
 
This will be my last newsletter. I want to thank Ann, Marilu, Chris and  
Catherine for volunteering to be the newsletter team. Good luck ladies  
and I hope you get the same enjoyment out of this as I have. Thank you  
to Kate for taking on the branch coordinator role. Thank you to Laura and  
to Jules for being membership coordinator and treasurer. I‘ve run out of  
space, and there are plenty more to thank. Enjoy the summer.  
 
New Flash - I was elected as Trustee on 18th June 2011 at the National  
AGM. Thank you all.  

CLAIRE SHADBOLT  

Mission and vision  
NCT wants all parents to have an experience of pregnancy, birth and early parenthood  
that enriches their lives and gives them confidence in being a parent.  
Our charitable purpose  

• We offer information and support in pregnancy, childbirth and early  

parenthood.  

• We campaign to improve maternity care and ensure better services and facili- 

ties for new parents.  

• We aim to give every parent the chance to make informed choices.  

• We want to make sure that everyone has access to our services and activities.  
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About Us 

NCT is here to support parents. Becoming a parent is a life-changing 
experience, and everyone wants to get it right. But what is right? These 
days, there is a bewildering amount of advice and information out there 
about everything to do with pregnancy, birth and bringing up a child.  

 
Helping parents decide  
We‘re an independent UK charity, funded by donations and course fees. 
We don‘t push a particular view; we believe in giving parents unbiased, 
accurate information based on evidence, in a supportive, non- 
judgemental atmosphere, so that they can decide what‘s right for them 
and their family.  

 
We offer practical and emotional support through our network of 300 
local branches, help lines, courses and counsellors. Our antenatal 
teachers, breastfeeding counsellors and postnatal leaders are 
sympathetic experts. They set out the choices and encourage questions 
so that parents can explore all the possibilities and make their own 
decisions.  

 
Sharing the experience  
Becoming a parent can be daunting, especially if someone is the first in 
their peer group. There‘s nothing like hearing it from people who have 
done it before. NCT‘s local support groups are run by parents for 
parents. They can be a lifeline in the early days, as well as a bit of fun 
through shared experiences, and continue to be a valuable support as 
children get older.  

 
A trusted voice for parents  
Improvements in maternity care, better services, greater support – for 
over 50 years, NCT, as the UK‘s leading parenting charity, has 
campaigned on behalf of parents on the issues that matter to them. We 
are independent experts, known for basing our work on research 
evidence and parents‘ views. Parents trust us to speak for them in 
advising the government, academia and other bodies, and to influence 
the research agenda on their behalf.  

 
We believe that everyone can and should feel confident and supported 
in their role as a parent. We‘re here to help parents – and our society – 
to get there.  
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Why I am an NCT member 

By Lucy Kirkland, Falkirk & West Lothian NCT Committee Member  
and Fundraising Coordinator for the NCT Scotland Regional Team. 

 
I was asked to write an article for NCT newsletter. Well, actually, I  
volunteered in a fit of generosity one telephone call! However, not  
one to go back on my word, I wondered what I would write about. I  
can hardly remember my birth story (boring anyway, we have all done  
it!) have had the operation to resolve everything that can go wrong  
with women after natural birth (they don‘t tell you that at antenatal  
classes….) and have now (almost) happily waved both my children off 
to school.  

 
So I thought about my life as a busy mum. I have a full time job (still, 
despite many flexible working requests being turned down), two  
children, husband that has an office based 450 miles away, no family 
nearby and do you know, I am very happy. Of course, life would be  
easier with no job/childcare juggle and definitely less lonely with my  
husband at home more, but I am still basically happy.  

 
One of these reasons is the amazing amount of people I have met  
through the NCT. I can count over 30 now that I could call on for  
advice and at least 8 that I meet for coffee (when I have time), cinema 
nights out or kitchen suppers. I can‘t think of anywhere else that I  
could have gained that vital support network of people. They have  
been there for me during low periods of sleepless nights, job  
insecurity and general spinning plate nightmares. They have also  
been there for birthday celebrations, anniversaries, parties and  
general fun. The NCT has made my life what it is today and I really  
can‘t thank them enough.  

 
Another reason that I am a member of the NCT is to give other  
parents, wherever they are, whatever their background or  
circumstance, an opportunity to have support that I have gained. I  
may not be a new mum anymore, or indeed need anything that the  
charity has to offer, but by still paying my membership donation every 
year may be some other mum out there with job/child/security plate  
juggling may be able to gain what I have.  

(Continued on page 7) 
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(Continued from page 6) 

 

Many years ago at the NCT  
conference, a bloke stood up to 
talk about his vision for  
fundraising for the NCT. He said  
one thing that really stood out in  
my mind. Cancer charities are not  
predominately funded by those  
suffering the awful disease of  
cancer, and Oxfam is definitely not funded by poor African families. 
So why is the NCT predominately funded by those who require its  
services? I wholeheartedly agree with this. Just because I don‘t  
need the NCT anymore, many, many others do. I have chosen the 
NCT as the charity that I support, just like I support other charities.  
Not because I need them but I want to help them, help others.  
 
This is why I will never cancel my NCT membership. £26 per year is  
not a lot and I would give up something else to save the 50p per week 
it costs to continue.  

 
I hope you do too. 
 

What are the benefits of being a member of NCT? 

• Quarterly NCT magazine  
• Regular newsletters from your local NCT branch  
• Meet new friends through your local NCT branch  
• Exclusive discounts from NCT shop www.nctshop.co.uk and 

also our new Eco Range www.ecoutlet.co.uk  
• Early entry to NCT Nearly New Sales  
• Free access to the NCT House Swap Register  

www.ncthouseswap.ning.com  
• Becoming a member is a way of saying YES to supporting  

parents  
• Partners join for no extra cost  

 

Your voice, opinions, ideas and suggestions are valued and very 
much welcomed by NCT, so join today and help make the UK a  
better place for parents!  
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NCT House Swap 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
• Free sign up to NCT house swap for NCT members 

 

• You could save easily well over £1,000 on accommodation and 
car costs per exchange, and you can have as many exchanges 
as you want.  

 
• Make new friends. Exchanging homes has been in many cases 

the beginning of a long-lasting friendship.  
 
• Live like a local while you are on vacation. You are not 'locked 

up' in a holiday resort or hotel, but you live among the locals.  

 
• The register is always growing so you will have more swapping 

opportunities the longer you are on the register.  

 
To sign up please visit www.ncthouseswap.ning.com and click on the 
sign up button to start swapping.  

 
NCT House Swap member, Trisha says, ―each swap was a bonus as I 
asked myself where else can you go on a free holiday and be  
guaranteed all the right equipment for a baby or toys suitable for the  
various ages of your family members as they grew‖.  
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Email service for members 

Our branch has an email service to keep you up to date with current  
events and activities. This is a cheap and quick way for us to  
communicate with you. You just need to let membership@nct.org.uk 
know your current email address.  
 
Does NCT have your correct 
contact details? 
Have you moved, change telephone 
number or email address? Please  
keep us informed. 

 
Please can this be an email address 
that you can be contacted on both  
antenatally and postnatally (we get a  
huge number of out of office replies  
saying ―I am on maternity leave‖). You  
can email us with your updated details at membership@nct.org.uk. 
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www.nct.org.uk/ 
courses 

 
Email 

bookings5u@nct.org.uk 

 
Call 0844 243 6882 
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Stretch, Relax & Breathe 

Antenatal course 

These gentle classes will help to boost your energy and refresh you  
even if you are feeling very tired. The emphasis is always on safety  
and comfort and you should finish the class feeling refreshed and  
rested. You can learn to manage troublesome pregnancy ailments,  
increase flexibility and practice the breathing and relaxation skills that 
are so helpful for pregnancy, labour and life as a new parent. As well 
as gentle stretching and relaxation, a different topic will be covered  
each week, but the main emphasis of the class will be practical and  
there will only be a small amount of information given.  

 
There will be refreshments and the opportunity to meet other local  
mothers-to-be. Jean will encourage you to form a support group and 
continue to meet once your babies are born. There are up to 12  
participants per course.  

 
Classes are taught by Jean Goodliffe, local mum and NCT teacher, 
who also works as a complementary therapist specialising in  
Alexander Technique, Gentle Birth Method and Baby Massage  
Classes.  

 
For further information and to book contact Kara at 
bookings5u@nct.org.uk or on 0844 243 6882. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

To hire a hospital grade breast pump 
from NCT contact Alexandra on  
07717 214 515 or call Enquiries on 
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Are you expecting Twins (or more) in 2011 

Or do you know someone who is?  

NCT in SW London runs Antenatal classes specifically for parents  
who are expecting a multiple birth. The aim of the course is to prepare 
you and your partner for the birth and after care of your babies. The  
course will be led by an NCT Antenatal Teacher who is also a mother  
of twins. It will also include a Breastfeeding session run by an NCT  
Breastfeeding Counsellor, who is also a mother of triplets.  
 

We are currently taking bookings for two  
courses, starting in September and November 
2011. They are both held in SW6.  
For bookings & further details please contact:  
Louise at bookings4c@nct.org.uk  

 
Comments from previous attendees 
―I‘m really glad that the NCT  
hosted a twins-only class: I  
think if it had been a mix of  
twin/singleton expectant  
parents, we wouldn‘t have 
received the same level of 
information or value for 

money.‖ 
 
―It was so wonderful to have 
a twins specific NCT group,  
as it felt that the information 
was really tailored towards us 
& we weren‘t thinking ―but  
what about twins‖. The ladies  
have already met for a coffee 
and we feel we have a really  
good support group already. I 
think this is essential for all  

twins parents to be and there 
should be more courses on  
offer for twins or multiple 
births.‖  
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Launching Early Days Postnatal Courses 

Early Days postnatal classes are suitable for mothers (or dad if he is  
the primary carer) with babies aged under six months. The group runs 
for six consecutive weeks usually held on a weekday morning giving  
new parents the opportunity to discuss a variety of postnatal issues  
(for e.g. sleep, crying, feeding, work/life balance, body image , out &  
about with your baby and many more.) According to feedback many  
parents gain valuable insight and support from these facilitated  
sessions. The course agenda is set by the group according to their  
individual needs at the time and it is a great opportunity to make new  
local friends who are in a similar situation.  

 
Sometimes an entire antenatal 
class books a course to continue 
their journey together. Others book 
independently of their groups or  
may not have attended classes  
before the arrival of their baby; the  
choice is yours. Early days groups 
are very popular with second time  
(or more) parents and of course  
babies are welcome! Booking as  

early as possible is advisable but we will do our very best to  
accommodate any last minute requests.  
 
Parents are welcome to book directly with course finder at 
www.nct.org.uk or find out more information from  
bookings5u@nct.org.uk  

 
The nct are passionate about  
making courses available to all, no 
matter what their financial  
circumstances are, please contact 
bookings if you require a  
concessionary rate.  

 
Claire Maguire  
Early days postnatal facilitator. 
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Feeding statement  

 
NCT supports all new parents,  

regardless of how they to feed their  
babies.  

 
You can breastfeed at all our events 

if you want to. Also, our venues can 
provide facilities for heating bottles.  
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Cheeky Monkeys Tea Party 
Let's go bananas!  
You are invited to our NCT Cheeky Monkeys Tea Party for a day of  
fun, cakes, music and prizes. This is a fantastic opportunity for  
parents, grandparents and kids to get together with friends, family and 
the local community and raise money to aid the vital work of NCT.  
 
NCT Kensington & Chelsea‘s Cheeky Monkeys Tea Party  
Date: 5th August 2011  
Time: 11am to 1pm  
Where: Monkey Puzzle Day Nursery, St Johns Undercroft, 

Lansdowne Crescent, W11 2NN  
Cost: Tickets in advance cost £3:50 per person.  

Under 2 years go free.  
 
To purchase your tickets go to  
www.nctkandc-cheekymonkeys.eventbrite.com. 

 
Blueberry Playsongs will be sending a fantastic performer to entertain 
us from 12.00 - 12.30. There will be guitar accompanied songs with  
actions, jumping around and dancing - lots of fun for little ones, all  
welcome!  

 
Blueberry run classes at Chelsea Methodist Church on Friday mornings and 

The Tabernacle, Notting Hill on Tuesday and Thursday mornings.  

(Continued on page 15) 
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(Continued from page 14)  

We will be have a cake sale (we are looking for volunteers to bake  
some cakes) and refreshments will be available. You are welcome to 
bring your own picnic.  
 
We are having a tombola with prizes kindly donated by local  
companies (we will thank those companies in our next newsletter). 
So bring your pennies along and be prepared to have fun.  
 
Can you help us? We need people to put up posters across the  
borough (there is one in the centre pages). We need people to bake  
a cake. We need talented, enthusiastic volunteers to help us come up 
with fun fundraising activities. We need willing volunteers to help on  
the tables during day being prepared to have fun!  

 
Get in contact via nctkensington@yahoo.co.uk or call 0844 243 0007. 

 
For up to date information follow us on our Facebook (page search for 
NCT Kensington & Chelsea), or log onto our web pages at  
www.nct.org.uk/kensington.  
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Teddy Bear Picnics 
Our main event of the season will be our Cheeky Monkey‘s Tea Party.  
To keep the summer fun going, we are going to hold four Teddy Bears 
Picnics across the summer. This is a chance to get together with  
other parents across Kensington & Chelsea for a fun and social  
picnic. We have tea and coffee you will need to bring a picnic, a rug  
and the all-important teddy bear.  

 
We are charging £1.50 per person to cover our costs. 
 
NCT Kensington & Chelsea‘s Teddy Bears Picnics 
Date: 15th July  

29th July  
19th August  
2nd September  

Time: 11am to 1pm  
Where: Monkey Puzzle Day Nursery,  

St Johns Undercroft,  
Lansdowne Crescent, W11 2NN  

Bring: Please remember your picnic, rug  
and teddy bear  

Cost: Tickets in advance cost £1:50 per  
person. Under 2 years go free.  

 
To purchase your tickets go to  
www.nctkandc-teddybearpicnics.eventbrite.com 

 
Get in contact via nctkensington@yahoo.co.uk or call 0844 243 0007. 

 
For up to date information follow us on our Facebook page (search for 
NCT Kensington & Chelsea) or see our web pages at  
www.nct.org.uk/kensington.  
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Bumps & Babies Groups 

Bumps and Babies Groups are for expectant parents and new parents 
with their babies. They offers a space to chat, meet with other new  
parents and make new friends over a cuppa.  

We occasionally have special guests and activities such as baby led  
weaning talks. For up to date details, please follow us on Facebook. 

 

Tuesday lunchtimes Thursday afternoons 

Bumps & Babies at Bumps & Babies at 
Gymboree St Peter’s  

When: Tuesdays 12:30 - 13:45 When: Thursdays 14:30 - 16:30 
Where: Gymboree, Lower- Where: St Peter‘s Church,  
ground floor, Baden Powell Kensington Park Road, London  
House, 65-67, Queen's Gate, W11 2PN (opposite Stanley  
London, SW7 5JS. Gardens).  
 
 

Friday Mornings 

Bumps & Babies at 
Maggie and Rose  

When: Fridays 10:00 - 12:30  
Where: The Snug, Maggie and 
Rose, 58 Pembroke Road,  
London, W8 6NX.  

 
Cost: Donations gratefully received. 

 
A special thank you to Gymboree, St Peter‘s and Maggie and Rose 
for supporting NCT Kensington & Chelsea.  

Please let us know if you are planning to attend by contacting us at  
Email: bandbnctkensington@yahoo.co.uk or telephone: 0844 243 0007 
or by clicking ―attending‖ on the Facebook events on our page.  
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Fancy a Cuppa? 

Are you a new mum or a mum again and looking for new friends? 
 
NCT Kensington & Chelsea can put you all in touch with a small group 
of friendly mums near you with babies of a similar age.  
 
Jenna will arrange a set of weekly group get together is a friendly, 
warm place in Notting Hill so all you have to do is relax and  
make friends. Tea or coffee will be provided. All this for a  
suggestion donation of £10 to our NCT charity.  
 
To register your interest email  
cuppanctkensington@yahoo.co.uk or call 0844 243 0007. 

Premature Birth Support 

Pregnancy, Birth and Early Parenthood is a life- 
changing experience - it can also be a bit of a shock  
when the birth happens earlier than expected.  
Therefore, the Kensington & Chelsea branch is  
pleased to offer support tailored to new prem families. 

 
Our new Premature Birth Support volunteer here in Kensington &  
Chelsea is Kerry Hart - she is on hand to welcome prem families to  
the branch and to introduce them to the services offered by the NCT. 
Kerry understands first-hand that prem families are juggling lots of  
priorities during the early days in hospital, so she can work around  
their schedules and either introduce herself over email or in person  
over a cuppa (at the Chelsea & Westminster Hospital or at a local  
NCT 'Bumps & Babies' group).  

 
Any NCT K&C members who cancel an antenatal course booking due 
to premature birth will be given her email address:  
nct.kensingtonandchelsea.prem@gmail.com.  

Branch Team Meetings 
All members and supporters are welcome to attend our Branch Team  
Meetings. The next team meeting is on 13th July at 7:30 pm at Kate‘s 
home. Please contact us for further details at  
nctkensington@yahoo.co.uk or 0844 243 0007. 
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Monday Buggy Walks 
From 6th June to 11th July  

 
Kate invites you to join her on a Monday Morning to 10am to 11:30am 
for a walk in Holland Park followed by a play in the playground. Kate  
will meet you at the Café around 10am.  
 
Kate will be there on Mondays up to 11th July. If there is interest then 
we may extend this over the summer holidays.  

 
For further details contact nctkensington@yahoo.co.uk or call 0844 
243 0007.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Home Birth Support 

We can offer a supportive friendly listening ear for anyone who would 
like to:  

• Talk to parents who have had a home birth  
• Discuss their own home birth plans, thoughts or concerns 
• Offer support to those who are considering a home birth  
• For anyone who is just curious and wants to know more.  

Kate is our Home Birth Support contact; she can be reached via 
HomeBirthNCTKensington@nct.org.uk.  

Facebook and online 

Keep up to date with our events and activities 
by follow us on Facebook. Search for NCT  
Kensington & Chelsea.  

We have a new website and new branch webpages. Take a look at 
www.nct.org.uk.  
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Blue Lines 
One woman’s journey through pregnancy 

Gorgeous Blue Lines. 

 
There they were. Inescapable and  
Irreversible. There they were...2 tiny little 
blue lines. They meant that finally after  
10 months of trying, the pregnancy I  
craved had arrived.  

 
I screamed in delight, stared in shock and then fell into blind panic.  
Looking back now it seems ridiculous that after wanting something for 
so long, when I finally got it, the first thing I felt was panic and fear.  

 
But for anyone who hasn't experienced the revelation of pregnancy, it 
is an overwhelmingly emotional moment, and a terrifying one at that!  
 
It‘s a very strange thing carrying round such a BIG secret and not  
telling anyone. Finding out you are pregnant is such a mind-blowing, 
life changing thing that it is difficult to think of much else. However,  
many people choose to wait until after the 12 week scan before  
celebrating the news with everyone. In my case, I was totally  
paranoid about my work finding out that I was pregnant BEFORE I  
was ready to tell them...and so for the first 16 weeks, my parents,  
parents-in -law and best friend were the only people I shared the  
secret with.  

 
I wanted to delay telling work for as long as possible – legally you  
don't have to tell them until 25 weeks, but unfortunately I started to get 
big almost as soon as I found out I was pregnant...  
 
Despite my growing bump, I was terrified of buying any maternity  
clothes as I thought doing so before the first scan could be bad luck.  
And even after the scan I still did not feel comfortable wearing  
maternity clothes as they all accentuated my bump – drawing  
attention to the fact that I was pregnant! So instead of maternity wear, 
I just kept buying bigger and bigger sizes of regular suits. I found that  
as long as I kept my jacket on and buttoned up, this hid my growing  

(Continued on page 21) 
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(Continued from page 20)  

bump very well! 

 
In fact my enormous sized suits lasted me really well though the  
pregnancy as I discovered it is virtually impossible to buy maternity  
suits – which REALLY annoyed me! The implication being that as  
soon as you fall pregnant, you give up work and spend all day lazing 
around in track suit bottoms and tent-like t-shirts!! And appealing as 
that sounds – that certainly wasn't my reality!  
 
But clothes aside the single most difficult thing 
about the early days of pregnancy was not  
being able to drink alcohol!  

 
In my job there is a lot of socialising, so I knew 
the lines, ―I am on antibiotics‖ or ,―I don't feel  
well‖ weren't really going to cut it.....so instead  
I opted to give the impression of drinking,  
without actually drinking anything.  

 
I discovered that most people aren't that  
observant – especially after they've had a few  
drinks :) And you can get away with a lot just  
by holding a glass of wine or a bottle of beer -  
Especially if you still do your share of buying rounds. I found this  
strategy worked really well – as it actually never occurred to people 
that I might not be drinking.  

 
Anyway, back to my pregnancy. All was going well and I was over the 
moon when the 12 week scan revealed that the baby was healthy and  
growing well. My initial feeling of shock and disbelief on seeing the  
blue lines never really faded completely, and certainly up until that first 
scan I was still a bit in denial. Or rather didn't dare to believe that  

everything might turn out OK. Even though I had already put on quite  
a lot of weight, I remember lying on the bed as scan technician rubbed 
cold jelly on my belly. Suddenly he turned the machine on and there  
was an awful moment when the screen stayed blank – I thought, ―Oh  
No! I knew it! I knew there would be nothing there after all! I've  
made a terrible mistake and will look like a complete idiot!‖ Then all of 

(Continued on page 22) 
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(Continued from page 21)  

a sudden there was a magic moment when a little heartbeat came into 
focus and the scan technician said, ―So just one in there‖. My  
stomach turned over and I said, ―OMG – you mean there really is a  
baby in there?‖ The scan technician gave me a perplexed look and  
said very slowly, ―Er....yes. You are pregnant.‖ My husband and I  
both cried tears of happiness. We collected our photos and went off  
to work feeling overjoyed – the size of my secret making me feel  
ready to burst.  
 
Despite the successful scan, I still waited to  
tell my work until the latest possible stage –  
basically when I got so big, I couldn't hide it  
any more. I was 16 weeks pregnant and  
bursting out of my size 16 and 18 suits, but  
despite my paranoia, no-one had noticed a  
thing! Work were very nice and supportive  
and despite my increasing size, I felt light as a 
feather once the weight of my huge secret  
was off me!  

 
The next 3 months were wonderful. There is a reason why the 2nd  
trimester is called the honeymoon period...Generally your secret is  
out, the morning sickness has passed, and you haven't yet got really  
huge – so you tend to feel pretty good! As I turned 6 months, my  
husband and I took our last opportunity for a holiday with just the 2 of  
us, and went on a driving holiday around North West America. Just at 
the end of the holiday I entered the 3rd trimester and again it was like  
someone had flicked a switch – abruptly the honeymoon period ended 
and physically, things got a lot harder.  

 
In fact those last 3 months of pregnancy gave me an insight into what  
it must be like to be disabled or obese. Practically everything became 
a struggle because of the extra weight I was bearing. I started  
walking so slowly it was ridiculous. Having already had to abandon  
heels and move to flat shoes, I then found I had gone up a shoe size  
– which – by the way, has never gone back! My fingers swelled up  
terribly, and because it happened so suddenly, I had to have my  
wedding and engagement rings cut off. At night I would have to get  
up virtually every hour to go to the loo and sleeping was very  

(Continued on page 23) 
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uncomfortable. By the end I was so huge, I couldn't even turn over in 
bed without being helped!  

 
I also found growing a baby quite physically draining. I used to have 
to eat almost every hour, including waking up needing to eat in the  
middle of the night!  

 
My due date loomed ever closer and by the last few weeks, I was just 
desperate for the baby to come. The hospital had warned me that I  
was having a big baby, so I was hoping that it would be early, and  
was doing everything possible to make it come early. Anyway eating  
a whole pineapple every day, eventually paid off, and 10 days ahead  
of my due date, Baby Henry finally arrived!  

 
And as gorgeous as those lovely Blue Lines had looked...the real 
Baby Henry looked even more perfect and gorgeous!  

 

Miranda Thwaites 
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Holidaying with Baby 

It is probably a bit of cheek calling this ―holidaying with baby‖ as I  
have only travelled with a baby to holidays in this country by car. So I 
am far from an expert of travelling with a baby.  
 
There is a tradition in our family to go away  
―on mass‖. For instance as a child we went to 

Cornwall and piled into a three bedroom  
bungalow every year – my parents, my four  
siblings and I in the front bedroom in two  
double beds, a fold up bed and a cot; my two 
cousins in the middle bedroom; my  
grandparents in the back bedroom; and my  
uncle and aunt on the sofa bed in the front  

room. That holiday got repeated every year – and we are still doing it! 
The characters have changed (RIP grandparents, welcome to various  
partners) but the bungalow is still going strong. So after the birth of  
my first born, and his brother two years later, it was natural to take  
them along.  
 
What to pack  
The first hurdle is what to pack. My original list included a travel cot, a 
highchair, a pushchair, various toys, a crate of baby food, lots of  
clothes and lots of nappies. But we did not have a truck, just a normal 
car. So some serious editing needed to take place. This is where it is 
good to check what can be provided for you at your chosen holiday  
destination. In my case there was a cot (although it was very old, two  
of my sisters slept in it when they were little). There was a high chair.  
There were toys. We were also holidaying in Great Britain so we can  
easily buy nappies and baby food.  
 
Packing the car  
Our first time away was a weekend break (little bit closer to home, but 
still with a large group). I left my husband to pack the car. I was  
delegated to the back seat with Ben and was almost sitting on a  
steriliser with other bags falling on me at every turn. Once we got  
there I realized that the only thing that was in the boot was a  
pushchair. I have never trusted Gary to pack the car again. Now I  
pack the car and get more in that anyone would think possible.  

(Continued on page 25) 
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The journey  
We have always tried to travel  
very early in the morning (4am) 
with the aim to arrive at the  
destination at our children‘s 

normal waking time. In theory  
this means they sleep through the 
entire journey. It hasn‘t always  
worked.  

 
We also had a small crate of toys 
that fits neatly in between their  
car seats. It creates a barrier to  
try and prevent the fights. The  
crate has contained things like  
their favourite teddies, some  
books, a few toys, some colouring 
in (pencils, not felt tips) and  
something new (or new to them).  
We would not have anything like  
a ball or jigsaw as it would either  
by thrown or loose vital pieces. I  
would recommend not having  
something with an annoying  

(Continued on page 26)  
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Top Tips 

Pick a child friendly holiday 

venue. 

 

Try and go with a group such  

as grandparents or friends with 

families.  

 

Check what equipment is 

available – do you need to  

bring a travel cot? Or is there 

a cot you can use.  

 

Only pack the basics in food 

and nappies as they can be 

bought whilst away. 

 

Do take a snack and a drink in 

case of unexpected delays.  

 

Time your travel for when 

your baby is normally asleep. 

 

Have a small bag of toys or  

something to keep your baby 

entertained. Pack something 

new (to baby) but inexpensive. 

Do think ahead and think  

whether it will be annoying  

after the first hour or so.  

 

Nearly New Sales are a great 

for stocking up on cheap, 

pre-loved toys and clothes. 
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constant tune. One year I willed the motorway to finish so that we  
could stop the car to find the ball that sang every time we hit a bump.  
Fortunately I found the off button, else I would have destroyed the ball 
with by bare hands and left the pieces in a layby on the A303.  

 
Now they are a bit older we have a portable DVD player. It is  
wonderful. It means the children can be entertained without the need 
to fight each other, throw toys about, scream, or do other things  
designed to make us crash the car. If I ever do a top ten list of  
gadgets that I have found useful as a parent, then a portable DVD will 
be on the list. In addition I get them to choose the toys to take, and  
then I check them to weed out the unsuitable ones.  

 
We also take a small cool bag with bottles of water and a small snack. 
The snack is something that is not full or sugar or something that can  
be smeared across the car. So things like raisins.  

 
I have previously had blinds for the car but found them not that useful. 
They normally fell down on the child just after he had fallen asleep.  
Also the sun has annoying habit of moving to the one place that we  
cannot put up blinds. If my children really want to be shielded they  
now close their coat or a jumper in the window which is a cheap  
alterative, (please check that you have good vision before you do  
this).  
 
Now the holiday begins  
If this is your first time away with your baby then you will probably be  

unprepared for the fact that you will no longer have a  
holiday. Baby still needs naps, feeding, bathing,  
clothing, entertaining and all the things that you do day 
to day. On top of which baby is probably unsettled as  
this is not their cot, their bedroom, their highchair...  
Joe‘s first tooth came through on his first journey to  
Cornwall and the second one came through before we  
returned. So we had to contend with teething and  
bitten breasts on top of everything else. One of my  
friends came back from her first holiday looking  
terrible and vowing never to go on holiday again!  

(Continued on page 27) 
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It helps going away to a child friendly place and going with a large  
group, including doting grandparents. Ben‘s first trip to Cornwall  
coincided with the new found skill of walking whilst holding onto  
adults‘ hands. He walked up and down the corridor hour after hour  
with one relative after another. We spent most evenings in the  
bungalow so Ben could still go to sleep and I could have an evening  
involving a glass of cider and a board game or a card game. That  
was the best of both worlds. One evening my relatives babysat whilst 
Gary and I went out for a meal – a rare privilege.  

 
We also went out as a group. At our last evening we  
went to a family friendly pub and had a meal. Ben (7  
months) was in a highchair pushed up against the  
table. The little darling stole my chips when I wasn‘t  
looking – he discovered baby led weaning without me 
being involved!  

 
Routine or no routine 
There are pros and cons for following your baby‘s normal routine or  
throwing it out the window. If you do the former then you baby will be 
more settled, but you are tied into the routine (e.g. I came off the  
beach most afternoons to take Ben home for his nap). If you do the  
latter then you have more freedom but baby may end up unsettled.  
This is one for your own instinct. You know your baby better than  
anyone. 
 
Would I do it again?  
Well the fact that I have done it 
again, many times,. This does  
indicate that we enjoy our holidays.  
I would not have been brave enough  
to take babies on holiday without  
plenty of adult support. In fact it took 
us until Ben was four before we  
were brave enough to go away for a 
week with just the four of us.  

 
Enjoy your summer fun! 

 
Claire Shadbolt 
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Volunteer Vacancies 

We are seeking volunteers to join our branch team. People volunteer 
for many reasons, - to have fun, to help others, to give something  
back, to keep active, to put on your CV, because it needed doing -  
there are lots of reasons. It can be a small amount, it can be more.  
We do not want any volunteer doing too much. Every volunteer is  
valued.  

 

Looking for…Cake Bakers  
Could you bake a cake for our Cheeky  
Monkey‘s Tea Party (see page 14 and  
centre pages)? We want to sell cakes to  
help us raise valuable funds on the day.  
Please contact ctkensington@yahoo.co.uk 
or 0844 243 0007 if you can help.  
 

Looking for…Bumps & Babies helpers  
Do you attend one of our Bumps & Babies Groups (see page 17)? Or  
are you thinking of attending? Would you be willing to go on a rota to  
be the host once a month or so? It will involve setting up, welcoming  
parents and ensure they are included in the group and tidying up.  
Please contact bandbnctkensington@yahoo.co.uk or 0844 243 0007 if 
you can help.  

 

Looking for…Parent Support Coordinator  
The key function of branches is to provide support activities such as  
Bumps and Babies for parents-to-be and new parents – many parents 
speak warmly and gratefully about the friendships made through  
branches so the role of the Parent Support Coordinator is vital and  
brings the satisfaction of knowing that you are helping others.  
 

The types of activities that come under 
parent support include our three  
Bumps & Babies groups, our Fancy a  
Cuppa groups, our Home Birth contact  
as well as things like our forthcoming  
Lone Parent Contact, Prem Birth  
Contact and Class Supporters. Our  

(Continued on page 30) 
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branch activities are constantly and 
healthily evolving.  
 
The Parent Support Coordinator is:  
• An NCT member, or prepared to 

become a member.  
• A member of the core branch team. 

• The coordinator of the parent support  
system.  

• The main contact for parents about the services and support on 
offer (there is a telephone number and email address that could 
be diverted to your own home).  

• Our parent support coordinator ensures that our volunteers are  
supported and encourages new volunteers into roles.  

 
Time commitment 

This does depend on how much you would like to do. As a minimum  
you should attend branch monthly team meetings and keep in regular 
contact with the volunteers that run the parent support services. This  
would take around four hours a month. Many parent support  
coordinators like to be actively involved by attending some of the  
activities. This is a useful way of spotting new potential volunteers to  
help at our Bumps & Babies Groups or volunteer in some other way.  

 
Please get in touch for further details – nctkensington@yahoo.co.uk 
or 0844 243 0007.  

 

Looking for…Press & Publicity 
Officer  
We are seeking a volunteer to help create  
publicity for branch events, activities and for 
NCT. This can include designing a branch  
leaflet (there are templates available),  
creating flyers for events, sending out press 
releases to local newspapers, using  
electronic media such as NetMums or  
MumsNet. You would need to be a member 
or prepared to become a member. 

(Continued on page 35) 
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Time Commitment 
Again this does depend on how much you would like to do. Most  
publicity material only needs to be created once and then refreshed at 
intervals suitable to you. It could be done on average two hours a  
month and a further two hours attending our non-compulsory branch  
team meetings.  

 
Please get in touch for further details – nctkensington@yahoo.co.uk 
or 0844 243 0007.  

 

Looking for… Nearly New Sales Coordinator 
NCT Nearly New Sales (NNS‘s) raise  
essential funds for the NCT and  

provide a valuable service to local  
parents and parents to be. By raising 
money for the NCT, you are helping  
your branch to reach scores,  
hundreds or even thousands of  

parents locally, and helping the  
charity as a whole to support over a 
million parents every year.  

 
The NNS Coordinator is: 
• the leader of the NNS team 
• a positive, motivational organiser and delegator of and to the 

volunteers involved in each NNS  
• plans each NNS so they raise as much money for the charity 

and help as many local parents as possible  
 
NCT Nearly New Sales are the backbone of branch fundraising, an 
important service to new parents and parents-to-be and fun!  
 
Time commitment 
The NNS Coordinator role has peaks and troughs in terms of time 
commitment, with busy periods leading up to and just after sales.  
Effective planning and delegation during quiet periods will help to  
make your workload manageable at peak times.  

 
Please get in touch for further details –  
nnsnctkensington@yahoo.co.uk or 0844 243 0007. 
 

(Continued on page 36)
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Looking for… Advertising Coordinator  
We are seeking a volunteer to work with the newsletter team and the 
treasurer to sell advertising space to companies offering services of  
interest to our readership. The advertising revenue funds our  
newsletter. There is no cold calling and very little telephone calls.  

 
This is a rewarding role. I get a great buzz when I sell spaces and it  
takes a lot less effort than other forms of charity fundraising. It is a  
role that can easily be done in unsociable hours as it mainly involves 
emails.  

 
Time Commitment 
I spend on average 10 minutes a week during the first month of the  
quarter. Then 30 minutes a week during the second month with hot  
spots (e.g. an evening) in the first week and last week. Then around 
10 minutes a week during the third month. Then the cycle starts  
again. I also spend a further two hours a month attending our non- 
compulsory branch team meetings for support and to know what is  
going on in the branch.  
 
Please get in touch for further details – nctkensington@yahoo.co.uk 
or 0844 243 0007.  

Adidas 5k Women’s Challenge 

The adidas Women‘s 5K Challenge is a fun run for women of all ages 
taking place in the beautiful Hyde Park, London and will take place in  
September.  

 
NCT are currently looking for an enthusiastic team of women to take  
on this challenge. We are asking our athletes to pay a non refundable  
deposit of £15. There is no minimum sponsorship target for this event, 
but we urge applicants to set a personal  
fundraising target of £100 or more.  
 

Visit www.nct.org.uk/get-involved/ 
fundraising-activities/running-and- 
challenge-events to find out more  
and to secure your place.  
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Baby Changing App 

You’re out for the day.  
Your baby is crying up a 
storm. You don’t know  
where the nearest baby  
changing room is?  
That’s where the beauty 
of NCT’s Babychange  
app comes into life.  

 
FIND 

• Geo-location based features pin  
point the nearest baby change  

• Selecting a facility brings up its  
name and current star hygiene  
rating  

• Facilities full address and location 
details 

• Available across the UK 

 

RATE 

• After visiting a facility, rate it  
for hygiene, confirm it is open, 
and indicate your approval  

• Green pins indicate a clean,  
hygiene level that‘s parents  
have recommended  

• Amber pins indicate a  
facility that needs more  
parents to rate to confirm 
status  

 
SHARE 

• Add new locations and help grow the 
database  

• Support other parents by adding your 
ratings  
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Birth Story  
Of Eli William Jerome, born on 13th April 

 
By Rich Jerome 

 
Our new branch on the Jerome family tree made it safely into the 

outside world on Monday 13th April, at 20:18. He's got XY 

chromosomes, and his Mum did absolutely brilliantly. He weighed 6 

pounds and 11 ounces. In the run up to his birth...  

 
Wed - Too much pending fatherly guilt about lack of nursery. 
 
Thu – Go to Ikea with Kath and Bump. Bump surprisingly good at 
lifting flat pack furniture. Meatballs much better than Fish & Chips.  
 
Fri - Turn my study into nursery. Bump now has clothes in drawers 
and somewhere to sleep. Ridiculously hot curry at the Elizabethan 
Tandoori.  

 
Sat - Turn the back bedroom into my study / Toy Hangar. Cats now 
have somewhere to sleep.  
 

Sat eve - Chilli dinner with Kath, 

Bump, Lizzie and Matt. Matt's never 
played Scrabble before. Board 
clogged. I win by a mile with Lizzie's 
help.  

 
Sun dawn - Waters break. Relieved 

that my leather sofas and suede car 
interior is intact. Very, very familiar 
smell!  

 
Sun morning - Kath eats tin of 
pineapple in desperation to speed 
things up. Where do you get a fresh 
pineapple on Easter Sunday?  

 
(Continued on page 39) 
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Sun afternoon - Fresh pineapple located at father-in-law‘s house. 
Kath eats most of pineapple. Rich eats a horrible sweet brought back 
from Vietnam.  
 
Sun afternoon - Walk miles around Wakehurst Place before having 
tea and cakes.  

 
Sun afternoon - Walk miles around Burgess Hill before having a pint 
of Deuchars in our local. New landlord no better at keeping his beer. 
Yuk!  

 
Mon 3am - No sign of Simon & Garfunkel? Kath jumps straight into 
having contractions 5 mins apart.  
 
Mon 8am - Debate with midwife on the phone. It can't be contractions 
as Kath isn't finding them painful enough. Brilliant measurement 
system…  
 
Mon 10am - Kath on monitor in the hospital. Definitely contractions. 

 
Mon 11am - Doctor arrives to tell us about delivering someone else‘s 
baby dead at 38 weeks. Helpful!  
 
Mon 11:01am - Dodge the hormone drip and we get shipped off to 
post-natal ward. Tesco is quiet on bank holiday Monday, hospital isn't.  
 
Mon lunchtime - Contractions 1m 40s apart and no room in delivery 
ward. 

 
Mon 2pm - Someone gets carted off for emergency C-section (heard 
a midwife calling these 'sunroof' births) and we get her room. Woo!  
 
Mon 3pm - Scrabble and pork pies. Baby theme double points. Kath 
way ahead with ‗Goo‘ and ‗Wee‘. Me lagging behind with ‗Diapers‘.  
 
Mon 3:15pm - Fend off fore mentioned doctor who still wants 
someone to stick his hormone drip into.  
 
Mon 3:20pm - Am now seething with doctor who seems to think that 

(Continued on page 40) 
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childbirth could be much better managed 
if no women were involved.  

 
Mon 3:30pm - 3cm dilated, fingers up at 
the doc. Just me, Kath, the Bump and 
Steph, the marvellous midwife.  
 
Mon 6:30pm - 8cm dilated after an hour 
of hitting the laughing gas like there's no 
tomorrow. It's not particularly funny.  
 
Mon 7pm - I help Steph confiscate the 
gas and air from Mum-to-be as she needs 
to sober up to concentrate on the job in 
hand.  

 
Mon 7:30pm - Get ready to start pushing. Kath's not fully on board 
with this plan. We vote. Me and Steph win, Kath over-ruled.  
 
Mon 8:18pm - Junior born, textbook style. Lungs in fully working 
order. Noisy bugger.  
 
Mon 8:45pm - Cord cut (NHS scissors are rubbish I tell you). Steph 
doing David Bellamy impression with Placenta. Don't fancy liver.  
 
Mon 9pm - Tea and a hot bath. 

 
Mon Midnight - Both in bed. Me with the Glenfiddich and Kath with ex 
-Bump...  

 
We had to hang around the hospital until Wednesday lunchtime, but 
now… He's seen some of his Grandparents. He's been to the shops, 
and he's had dinner and an evening in the arms of Aunt Lizzie. 
He's been out for a breastfeeding class, and seems to be a boob man. 

 
He'll be up watching the Chinese Grand Prix with me at the crack of 
dawn this weekend. I assume he'll catch up on sleep during the 
day! He loves being out in the car, but he might have to wait for some 

(Continued on page 41) 
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longer legs to grow before he gets a pillion ride on the motorbike. He's 
having dinner with Grandma tonight. Chicken and mushroom risotto 
and a big bottle of MUMM fizz.  
 
On Sunday, we're taking him to The Windmill for a Sunday roast and 
his first pint of Adnams, unless he decides to stick with the 
milkshakes.  

 
He's waiting impatiently for his birthday homebrew to be drinkable. I 
keep trying to explain that if he's going to be ten days early, there's 
going to be a downside.  

 
Share your birth story?  
Would you like to see your birth story in our next newsletter? If so, 
please get in touch - newsletternctkensington@yahoo.co.uk. 
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Bed-sharing and co-sleeping 

Helen Ball, BSc, MA, PhD, Professor of Anthropology, Durham 
University  

 
This review examines the issue of babies sleeping with their parents.  
Beginning with an anthropological perspective, the biological  
underpinnings of parent-baby sleep contact are explored, as are cross 
-cultural practices. The relationship between baby sleeping and  
feeding practices in the UK is considered along with the safety  
aspects of bed-sharing.  
 
Key points:  
• Parent-baby sleep contact is a predictable human behaviour  

based on our species' evolutionary biology;  
• Bed-sharing is a common method of night-time care employed  

by around half of all UK parents in their baby's first month of life;  
• Bed-sharing and breastfeeding are strongly related and sleeping 

in close proximity to their baby helps mothers to breastfeed;  
• Epidemiological data show that bed-sharing is associated with  

an increased risk of Sudden Infant Death Syndrome (SIDS) for  
babies whose parents are smokers, consume alcohol or drugs,  
or who sleep with their baby on a sofa;  

• Research into the benefits and hazards of bed-sharing should  
consider WHO is bed-sharing; the circumstances under which  

bed-sharing is taking place (WHERE and HOW), and the way in  
which bed-sharing is conducted (WHAT).  

• There is no simple message about bed-sharing that will fit the  
needs of all families. Parents should be encouraged to weigh up 
the risks and benefits that pertain to their individual  
circumstances and make an informed choice about what is best  
for them and their baby. 

 
Introduction 

This review considers babies' sleep  
location at night, specifically parent- 
infant bed-sharing and/or co-sleeping. 
This is a baby care issue caught  
between two public health objectives,  
both aimed at preserving infant health 

(Continued on page 43) 
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Bed-sharing and co-sleeping continued 

(Continued from page 42)  

and well-being – one being breastfeeding promotion, the other  
prevention of accidental death and SIDS [Sudden Infant Death  
Syndrome]. Advocates on both sides of the discussion have the  
interests of parents and babies at heart, but the messages are  
sometimes contradictory, causing confusion and anxiety for parents,  
health professionals, and parenting support organisations who  
sometimes feel caught in the cross-fire. Understanding that there is no 
single simple message that is appropriate for all families and all  
situations is an important component to understanding this issue and  
to helping families make informed choices.  
 
Co-sleeping as an evolutionary baby care practice  
When considering the needs of mothers and babies, the vantage point 
of anthropology provides a novel perspective (in comparison with  
epidemiology or clinical practice, for instance) in illuminating the  

(Continued on page 44) 
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Bed-sharing and co-sleeping continued 

(Continued from page 43)  

tensions regarding infant care. An anthropological examination begins 
by drawing comparisons in infant care across humans and other  
mammals. This comparative mammalian perspective helps to define  
three things: a) those traits of human infants that are common to all  
mammals; b) those that are shared only with our closest primate  
relatives; and c) those that are unique to the evolution of our species.  
The fundamental commonalities shared with other placental mammals 
involve the production of relatively well-developed live-born young  
who require postnatal maternal care involving lactation (the defining  
characteristic of the Mammalia).  

 
Length of gestation period and  
developmental state at birth varies among  
mammals with infants generally categorised  
into one of two types. Altricial infants are the 
least developed at birth; typically born in  
litters following a relatively short gestation  
period they are hairless, sightless and deaf.  
Such altricial infants are sequestered in  
nests for safety and warmth while they  
undergo a period of rapid growth and  
maturation. They are fed infrequently by  
mothers who produce milk that is high in fat  
and which takes an infant several hours to  

digest. In contrast, precocial infants are born singly or in pairs, and  
are well developed at birth with fur, sight, hearing, and limb co- 
ordination. Typical precocial infants can stand and walk within a short 
period after birth. Precocial infants are therefore able to maintain  
close proximity with their mothers, suckling frequently and at will,  
while the milk they consume is relatively low in fat but high in calories 
(lactose) providing energy in a quickly digested form.  

 
Among the primates (the order to which humans belong) monkey and  
ape infants fall into the precocial category - born following a relatively  
long gestation period with fur, vision, hearing, and the ability to cling to 
their mother from birth. Human infants then, conform by consequence  
of evolutionary relatedness to this precocial primate pattern, being  
born with hair, sight and hearing. Yet human infants also display what  

(Continued on page 45) 
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Bed-sharing and co-sleeping continued 

(Continued from page 44)  

are known as ‗secondarily altricial‘ characteristics – primarily lack of  
neuromuscular control – a consequence of the limits imposed on  
gestational brain development by the evolution of the human pelvis.  
Human infants are born with a brain that is only a quarter of its adult  
volume (compared to 50% for infant chimpanzees and gorillas) due to 
the constraints of a birth canal that has been modified to  
accommodate upright walking. Although displaying many precocial 
traits, therefore, human infants are dependent upon a caregiver for 
maintaining close proximity, and for the regulation of physiological  
functions such as temperature and breathing during the first few  
months of brain development.  
 
Human milk has a similar composition to that produced by other  
precocial primates, relatively low in fat and protein, but high in sugar  
(in the form of lactose). It is milk that is ‗designed‘ for infants who  
suckle frequently and of their own volition day and night. Due to their 
inability to cling, however, human infants are dependent upon their  
mothers to ensure that proximity is maintained. Ethnographic data  
from societies around the world confirm that mothers in traditional  
human cultures are in contact with their infants 24 hours a day,  
carrying them strapped to their bodies by day, sleeping beside them  
at night, and feeding at will. Consideration of the human neonate from 
an evolutionary perspective throws the recent history of infant care in  
our own society into sharp relief.  
 
…the modern Western custom of an independent childhood sleeping  
pattern is unique and exceedingly rare among contemporary and past 
world cultures.  

 
Since the mid-1930s, prolonged and independent night-time sleep has 
been the hallmark of a ‗good baby‘ in many Western societies; early  
infant independence is viewed as a developmental goal, and its  
achievement as a measure of effective parenting. Yet for the majority  
of the world's cultures, separation of an infant from its mother for  
sleep is considered abusive or neglectful treatment for which  
Westerners are criticised. In US and UK households separate sleep  
locations for parents and infants are historically recent – less than two  
centuries ago mother-baby sleep contact was the norm with entire  

(Continued on page 46) 
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Bed-sharing and co-sleeping continued 

(Continued from page 45)  

families sleeping together. 

 
The importance of inter-individual contact on the physical and  
psychological development of infants was revealed in the mid- 
twentieth century by the experiments of Harlow and colleagues on  
monkeys separated from their mothers at birth. Subsequent research  
on human and non-human primate infants has demonstrated that  
infants' most fundamental physiological systems such as breathing,  
heart rate, sleep architecture, and thermoregulation are affected by  
the presence or absence of parental contact. As a consequence of  
this research the past two decades (1989-2009) has witnessed a) a  
renewed recognition of the importance of contact and touch for babies 
in the context of improving breastfeeding initiation and duration; b) an  
increased awareness of the role that close parental proximity and  
monitoring of babies plays in reducing SIDS and neglect, and c) the  
impact of early mother-infant separation on long-term mental health –  
all leading to a resurgence of interest in parent-infant contact,  
particularly sleep contact.  
 
Parent-infant sleep contact in the UK, and around the world  
It is important to clarify terminology when discussing parent-infant  
sleep location as researchers and practitioners have established  
different common usage for the terms ‗bed-sharing‘ and ‗co-sleeping‘. 
Among the anthropological and epidemiological research literature  
(including the majority of SIDS-risk case-control studies and parent- 
infant sleep studies) the term ‗bed-sharing' has been restricted to  
encompass only ‗adults and infants sharing the same surface for  
sleep'. Technically its use should be restricted to ‗sharing the same  
bed' however sofa-sharing and other same- surface sleeping  
arrangements are subsumed into bed-sharing in some studies.  
 
Among researchers, ‗co-sleeping' refers to parents and infants  
sleeping in close proximity, but not necessarily on the same surface:  
this could therefore include room-sharing with the infant's cot near the 
bed, parents and infants sleeping on adjacent mattresses. Under this  
definition bed-sharing is a sub-set of co-sleeping, but not all  
co-sleeping is bed-sharing. And bed-sharing means sleeping for at  

(Continued on page 47) 
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Bed-sharing and co-sleeping continued 

(Continued from page 46)  

least some of the night in the same 
bed as a parent or parents.  

 
Among health practitioners a  
different set of meanings are in  
common use; here, bed-sharing is  
sometimes taken to mean ‗bringing  
a baby into bed for a feed while the  
mother/caregiver is awake', while  
co-sleeping refers to ‗sleeping in bed with a baby'. 

 
In this article, and in the research articles cited here, the terms  
bedsharing and co-sleeping are used according to the above research 
-based definitions.  

 
Given the well recognised importance of close contact in establishing  
breastfeeding, and the need for frequent suckling, anthropologists  
consider that mother-infant sleep contact is a normal, species-typical,  
parenting behaviour for humans. Over the past 15 or so years,  
research into parent-infant sleep behaviour the UK, and around the  
world, has revealed that contrary to earlier assumptions, parent-baby  
sleep contact is a common baby care practice. Ball reported that bed- 
sharing prevalence (ever sleeping with baby in the same bed) in the  
north-east of England was 47% among a sample of 253 families with  
1 month old infants, dropping to 29% when the same babies were 3  
months old. These figures were confirmed when Blair and Ball  
compared the above study with data from the 1095 UK national  
CESDI study control families. Using the same definitions of bed- 
sharing at identical time-points 48% of CESDI control families had  
slept with their infant during the 1st month, falling to 24% at 3 months.  
The establishment of a base-line bed-sharing prevalence of 47-48%  
among neonates has subsequently been replicated by  
epidemiological studies around the world and further confirmed for the 
UK by the 2005 Infant Feeding Survey.Both McCoy and Blair and Ball  
also calculated that 22% of infants were likely to bed-share on any  
given night in their 1st month of life. These figures indicate that parent 
-infant sleep contact is a common night-time infant care-strategy in a  

(Continued on page 48) 
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Bed-sharing and co-sleeping continued 

(Continued from page 47)  

wide variety of western countries. 

 
In one of the first studies examining bed-sharing practice in the UK,  
Ball et al discovered that although prospective parents did not  
anticipate sleeping with their newborn baby, by 3 months after birth,  
the majority of parents had done so. Mothers were more likely to  
sleep with their babies than fathers, and breastfeeding mothers  
particularly so. In a subsequent study Ball reported that 72% of babies 
who were breastfed for a month or more were at least occasional bed- 
sharers compared to 38% of babies who had never breastfed. UK  
mothers identified ‗ease and convenience of breastfeeding' as their  
overwhelming reason for keeping their infants in bed. Other reasons  
included the enjoyment of close contact with their baby; anxiety  
regarding their baby's health; ease of settling a fractious baby; and a  

family bed parenting philosophy. In one case, parents slept with their 
newborn out of necessity rather than choice.  

(Continued on page 49) 
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Bed-sharing and co-sleeping continued 

(Continued from page 48)  

Breastfeeding, bed-sharing and infant sleep  
New mothers are often unprepared for either the frequency with which 
their breastfed newborns need to feed, or how long night-time  
breastfeeding is likely to continue; breastfed babies are generally still  
feeding as frequently throughout the night at 3 months of age as they  
were at 1 month. It has been recognised by various authors that  
frequent night waking is a factor contributing to the introduction of  
formula milk to babies, thereby undermining breastfeeding given the  
common (but perhaps erroneous) perception that formula use  
promotes sleep. For those committed to breastfeeding, sleeping with  
their babies becomes one of the means by which mothers cope with  
frequent night-time feeding and later settling.  
 
It was previously observed that mothers who started bed-sharing in 
their babies' first month of life were twice as likely to still be  
breastfeeding when their baby was 4 months of age, in comparison 
with women who breastfed their baby in the absence of early  

(Continued on page 50) 
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Bed-sharing and co-sleeping continued 

(Continued from page 49)  

bed-sharing. It was unclear, however, whether mothers with a  
commitment to long-term breastfeeding were predisposed to bed- 
sharing at the outset – or whether there was a physiological  
connection that linked bed-sharing with breastfeeding success.  
Previous research indicated that when babies bed-share they suckle  
more frequently at night than when sleeping in their own space. As  
frequent suckling is well established as a key factor associated with  
the successful establishment of breastfeeding, close-contact sleeping 
arrangements have the potential to enhance breastfeeding rates. Yet  
standard post-natal ward care (rooming-in) means that babies sleep  
separately from their mothers in cots.  
 

In order to examine how mother-infant sleep  
contact might contribute to the establishment  
and continuation of breastfeeding, Ball et al  
conducted a randomised controlled trial (RCT)  
in a UK hospital. Complete details of the trial  
protocol can be found in the clinical report.  
Overnight videos were made of mother-baby  
dyads randomised to 3 sleep locations for their 
postnatal ward stay: (1) baby in the standard  
cot at mother's bedside; (2) baby in a side-car  
crib attached to mother's bed; (3) baby in  
mother's bed with rail attached to bedside—  
known as the cot, crib, and bed conditions,  
respectively. This trial found that babies in the  

bed or crib exhibited significantly more frequent attempted and  
successful feeds than those infants in the cot, with no significant  
differences found in feeding frequency measures between the bed  
and crib conditions. The use of the stand-alone cot impeded  
breastfeeding by introducing a barrier between mother and baby  
preventing contact; inhibited the baby's ability to root and initiate  
suckling; obscured the baby's cues from the mother; and by its height 
prevented mothers from retrieving their babies without either  
assistance or the need to get out of bed, thereby substantially  
hampering the ease and speed of maternal response.  
 
Prompt response to babies' feeding signals and frequent suckling in 

(Continued on page 51) 
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Bed-sharing and co-sleeping continued 

(Continued from page 50)  

the early neonatal period are  
essential elements in ensuring  
successful milk production—a  
process controlled by the  
hormone prolactin. The mother  
produces more prolactin each  
time her baby attempts to feed,  
so frequent attempts are key.  
Facilitating close maternal–baby  
proximity during the nights  
following birth is especially  
important since breastfeeding at  
night triggers greater prolactin  
release than daytime feeding.  
Initial copious milk production  
(lactogenesis II) is modulated by  
the amount of prolactin  
secreted, and frequent  
stimulation of prolactin secretion  
in the period between birth and  
lactogenesis II increases  
subsequent milk production;  

infrequent suckling is associated with delayed lactogenesis II . The 
link between frequent early suckling and the timing and volume of  
copious milk production via prolactin explains the physiological  
mechanism linking mother-infant sleep contact with improved  
breastfeeding initiation.  

 
In addition to being critical for breastfeeding initiation, high initial  
prolactin levels are also important for successful long-term lactation.  
The maintenance of lactation is dependent upon the adequate  
development of prolactin receptors in breast tissue resulting from  
frequent feeding in the early days after birth. Prolactin receptors are  
crucial in maintaining lactation following the switch from endocrine to  
autocrine control. This means that frequent early feeding will not only 
lead to effective establishment of milk production, but will enhance its  
continued maintenance. A common reason given by women for  
stopping breastfeeding is a perceived or real insufficiency in  

(Continued on page 52) 
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Bed-sharing and co-sleeping continued 

(Continued from page 51)  

breastmilk production, suggesting inadequate prolactin receptor  
development in the initial phases of breastfeeding. As this may be a  
consequence of infrequent feeding bouts, particularly at night, we  
hypothesised that those infants sleeping in close proximity to their  
mothers on the postnatal ward in the trial described above (bed or  
crib) would have better long-term breastfeeding outcomes than infants 
randomly allocated to the stand-alone cot. To test this hypothesis,  
telephone interviews at 2, 4, 8, and 16 postnatal weeks ascertained  
breastfeeding status following hospital discharge. Although all  
mothers initiated breastfeeding on the postnatal ward, at 16 weeks  
43% of babies who were in a separate cot on the postnatal ward were  
still breastfeeding compared with 73% of the crib group and 79% of  
the bed group. Although this study was not powered to assess the  
impact of mother–infant sleep proximity on long-term breastfeeding  
outcomes, these indicative data suggested that such a trial was  
warranted; this trial is now underway and due to report in 2010. The  
evidence to date, however, reinforces the importance of mother-infant  
sleep contact in facilitating and supporting breastfeeding. Whether or  
not side-car cribs would be beneficial in the home environment or in  
the presence of certain bed-sharing contraindications (e.g. premature 
infants or extremely tired parents etc.) awaits the results of future  
research.  

 
Safety aspects of bed-sharing  
Some authorities suggest parent-baby bed-sharing is a questionable  
practice that should be abandoned by parents and discouraged by  
health professionals due to concerns regarding risk of SIDS and/or  
accidental death. Such recommendations acknowledge little or no  
value in mother–infant sleep contact. This view is primarily based on  
epidemiological studies that calculate the likelihood of SIDS or  
accidental infant deaths, based on the characteristics of babies who  
died compared with matched controls in large population-based  
studies. Babies sleeping on their front, parental smoking, poverty, and 
young maternal age are all well-known factors that are associated  
with an increased risk of unexpected infant death. However,  
estimates of the relative risk of SIDS in the context of bed-sharing  
vary widely. Although McKenna hypothesised a protective effect of  
bed-sharing on SIDS-risk based on an evolutionary perspective,  

(Continued on page 54) 
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Bed-sharing and co-sleeping continued 

(Continued from page 52)  

epidemiological studies have only found a protective effect for room- 
sharing (co-sleeping). Assessments of the impact of bed-sharing on  
SIDS-risk in the UK range from no increased risk to babies of non- 
smoking parents to a 12-fold increase for infants sharing a sofa for  
sleep with a parent who smokes. The picture is obscured because  
studies from different countries use different criteria to define bed- 
sharing and have produced a confusing array of statistics that cannot  
easily be compared. Hauck et al, for instance, included parents and  
other carers in the same bedsharing category in her study of  
bedsharing in Chicago, while the ECAS (European Concerted Action  
on SIDS) study defined bedsharing as sleeping with one or both  
parents. A Scottish case-control study of SIDS included in the cases  
of ‗bedsharing deaths' not only those infants found dead in an adult  
bed, but also infants who died in a cot but who had been in their  

parents bed previously the same night, while a recent Irish case- 
control study included sofa-sharing deaths in the bedsharing  
definition. These varying definitions means that in attempting to  
ascertain what are the truly risky elements of bedsharing that parents  
should be warned of we must dig deeply into the ways the various  
studies were conducted and not simply rely upon the authors' (or  
media's) headline conclusions. Furthermore, these studies  
consistently ignore infant feeding data in calculating relative risks  
associated with bed-sharing. Until more appropriate data are collected 
it is impossible to ascertain whether breastfeeding–related sleep  
contact between mothers and babies constitutes a risk to babies.  
However, it is unlikely that any potential risk would be of great  
magnitude given that breastfeeding is associated with a reduced SIDS 
risk compared to formula-feeding in several studies.  

 
The key issues underpinning conflicting views of bed-sharing revolve  
around WHO is bed-sharing; the circumstances under which bed- 
sharing is taking place (WHERE and HOW), and the way in which bed 
-sharing is conducted (WHAT).  

 
Numerous publications on mother-baby sleep behaviour have  
documented how mother–baby dyads who routinely bed-share and 
breastfeed sleep in close proximity with a high degree of mutual  

(Continued on page 55) 
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Bed-sharing and co-sleeping continued 

(Continued from page 54)  

orientation (facing one another) and arousal overlap (waking at the  
same time). In recent years these studies have been replicated in at  
least three different settings, and breastfeeding dyads have been  
observed displaying consistent bed-sharing behaviour, regardless of  
whether they slept in a narrow hospital bed, a full-size bed in a sleep  
lab, or at home in beds ranging from twin to king-sized. Mothers  
sleep in a lateral position, facing their baby, and curled up around  
them. Babies, positioned level with their mother's breasts, sleep in the  
space created between the mother's arm (positioned above her  
baby's head) and her knees (drawn up under her baby's feet). The  
cumulative results of these studies provide a robust understanding of  
breastfeeding–related bed-sharing behaviour and suggest that  
mothers' characteristic sleep position represents an instinctive  
behaviour on the part of a breastfeeding mother to protect her baby  
during sleep. Although this behaviour evolved in a very different sleep 

(Continued on page 56) 
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Bed-sharing and co-sleeping continued 

(Continued from page 55)  

context than involving Western beds and  
bedding, the principle of infant protection is  
no less effective. When breastfeeding  
mothers sleep with their babies they  
construct a space in which the baby can  
sleep constrained by their own body,  
protected from potentially dangerous  
environmental factors - be they predators,  
cold weather, the suffocation hazards of quilts and pillows, or the 
overlaying risk of bed-partners.  

 
Bed-sharing babies of breastfeeding mothers appear, then, to avoid  
the presumed hazards of sleeping in adult beds (e.g., suffocation,  
overlaying, wedging, entrapment), due to the presence and behaviour 
of their mothers. Interestingly, however, differences have been  
observed in bed-sharing behaviour between breastfeeding and  
formula-feeding mothers and babies. In a study comparing families  
videoed sleeping in their home environment, formula-fed infants were  
generally placed high in the bed, with babies at parental face-height,  
and positioned between, or on top of, parental pillows. In contrast,  
breastfed babies were always positioned flat on the mattress, below  
pillow height and level with the mother's chest. Formula-feeding  
mothers spent significantly less time facing their baby and in mutual  
face-to-face orientation than did breastfeeding mother–baby pairs,  
and they did not adopt the "protective" sleep position with the same  
degree of consistency. Breastfeeding mothers and babies  
experienced a significantly greater frequency of arousals from sleep,  
and significantly more of these were synchronous (mother and baby  
waking together) than among formula-feeding mothers and babies.  

 
The patterning of these differences is consistent with an  
understanding of the physiological mechanisms mediating maternal  
and infant behaviour, in that breastfeeding mothers experience a  
hormonal feedback cycle, which promotes close contact with,  
heightened responsiveness towards, and bonding with infants in a  
way that is absent or greatly diminished among mothers who do not 
breastfeed. The implication here - that breastfeeding mothers and  

(Continued on page 57) 
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Bed-sharing and co-sleeping continued 

(Continued from page 56)  

babies sleep together in qualitatively and significantly quantitatively  
different ways than do non-breastfeeding mothers and babies -  
suggest that epidemiological studies of bed-sharing that have not  
considered feeding type as a variable for matching cases and controls 
may have drawn inappropriate results in assessing risk factors  
associated with bed-sharing. Hopefully epidemiologists will  
re-examine these issues.  

 
The implications of these studies for bed-sharing by parents who feed 
their infants formula remain ambiguous. Although we have some  
evidence that who previously breastfed, or who commenced  
breastfeeding and then switched to formula, retain the bed-sharing  
characteristics of breastfeeders it is currently unknown whether  
parents who have never breastfed can learn to sleep with their infants 
in the same manner. While it would make common sense to ensure  
that mothers who have never breastfed, and fathers who sleep alone 

(Continued on page 58) 
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Bed-sharing and co-sleeping continued 

(Continued from page 57)  

with their babies, are aware of what safe bedsharing positioning and  
behaviour entail we do not currently know whether they are likely to  
maintain the same level of vigilance and synchrony during sleep that  
is exhibited by breastfeeding mothers. For the time being some  
authorities suggest that non-breastfeeders keep their baby in a cot by 
the bed for sleep.  
 
In the meantime parents need information with which to make  
informed decisions, and should be encouraged to weigh up any  
potential risks and benefits of bed-sharing in light of their own  
individual circumstances. All parents should be provided with  
information regarding a) factors known to increase the risk of SIDS in  
the bed-sharing environment, including parental smoking (particularly 
maternal smoking in pregnancy), young maternal age, infant  
prematurity; and b) aspects of adult beds that should be modified  
with infant safety in mind: e.g. gaps between bed and wall or other  
furniture, proximity of baby to pillows, type of bedding used, parental  
behaviour prior to bed-sharing such as consumption of alcohol, drugs 
or medication affecting arousal. Such information is clearly detailed in 
the UNICEF leaflet ‗Sharing a Bed with your baby' and on the NCT  
website - www.nct.org.uk.  

 
There is no easy ‗one size fits all' advice available for the complex 
issues surrounding a topic such as bed-sharing: it is unrealistic to  
expect that there ever will be.  
 
Implications for maternity services  
Over the past several years, fluctuating advice regarding the relative  
risks associated with bed-sharing, and a certain amount of media  
scaremongering, has prompted NHS trusts to remove bedsharing  
information from patient areas and introduce restrictive policies on  
what health professionals can say to parents about where their new  
baby might sleep. This position undermines parents' rights to make  
an informed choice on this issue. Maternity services should be aiming 
to provide parents with balanced information on both the potential  
pros and cons of bedsharing, including recent research on both  
lactation and SIDS. The position of the Royal College of Midwives on  
the obligation of midwives to provide clear information on all aspects  
of bedsharing is unambiguous.  
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Things Children Say 
Emilia (18 months) - first words, screamed aloud as she escaped the 
highchair restraining straps and clambered onto the kitchen table:  
―SIT DOWN!‖  

Emilia's Mum - Byfleet NCT 
 
I was chopping apple for my daughter, aged 2, and counting as I did it 
- trying to get her to count too "One, two, three. Lottie, what comes  
after three?"  
Pause. 
"Go!" 
Lucy - Havering NCT 

 
Ella, after learning that her shoes are size 9 announced, "All of my 
body is 3 except my feet which are 9."  
Sarah - Byfleet NCT  

 
My son, Jacob, then aged 2, asked his Grandad to give him the juice 
at the table.  
Jacob, "Juice Grandad?"  
Grandad ,"And what's the magic word?" 
Jacob, "CAKE!"  
Joanne - Ludlow and District NCT  

 
On the day of the Grand National, we decided to introduce our 5-year 
-old to the concept of betting. We let him choose a horse from the  
list of runners, and explained that we would put £5 on the horse to  
win the race. After a few thoughtful moments he said, ―But what hap- 
pens if our money falls off?‖  
Melanie – West Wickham & Hayes NCT  

 
A friend of mine was struggling round the supermarket with toddler 
and very young baby.  
An elderly gentleman leans across and says "Excuse me, but your  
milk's leaking."  
"Oh no!" shrieks the mum and grabs at her engorged breasts, sure 
that her breastpads must have overloaded again;  
"No, I meant in there" says embarrassed gentleman pointing to  
leaking bottle of milk in the trolley!  
Sarah - Byfleet & District NCT  
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Breastfeeding Drop-ins 

SW3, Infant Feeding Drop-in Clinic  

Mondays 1pm - 3pm (Including Breastfeeding Workshop 1 – 2pm) 

Violet Melchett Children‘s Centre, 30 Flood Walk, SW3 5RR.  

Phone: 020 7938 8621 or 020 7352 1512  

 
SW5, Baby Café  

Fridays 10am-12noon  

St Cuthbert's and St Matthias Children's Centre, Warwick Road, Earls Court, Lon- 

don, SW5 9UE.  

Phone: 020 7373 8225  

 
SW10, Best 4 Baby Café  

Tuesdays 10am -12noon  

Cheyne Children‘s Centre, 10 Thorndike Close, SW10 0ST. 

Phone: 020 7349 1650  

 
W2, Breastfeeding Clinic  

Wednesdays 1pm-3pm  

St Mary’s Hospital, Parent Education Centre, Acrow Building, South Warf Road, 

W2  

 
W10, Baby Café  

Tuesdays 10.30am-12.30pm  

Holmfield House Children‘s Centre, 4-6 Golborne Road, W10 5PE. 

Phone: 020 7938 8414  

 
W10, D Cup Café  

Mondays 10.30am-12.30pm  

Maxilla Children‘s Centre, 4 Maxilla Walk, 

London, W10 6NQ.  

Phone: 020 8960 3981  

 
W10, Breast Friends  

Wednesdays 9.30am – 11.30am  

St Quintin Children‘s Centre, 90 Highlever 

Road, London, W10 6PN  

Phone: 020 8968 2580  

 
W11, Bosom Buddies  

Fridays 1.30-3.30pm  

Clare Gardens Children‘s Centre, 349 West- 

bourne Park Road, W11 1EG.  

Phone: 020 7727 2725  
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Contact us 

Courses for Parents-To-Be 

See www.nct.org.uk for course details.  

Contact: Kara at bookings5u@nct.org.uk or on 0844 243 6882 

 
Breastfeeding Support  

NCT breastfeeding counsellors provide practical information to help you breast- 

feed.  

Contacts: National Breastfeeding line on 0300 330 0771  

Local contact: Alexandra on 07717 214 515  

 
Breast Pump Hire  

Our breast pumps offer a choice of single or dual-pumping.  

They provide quick, effective and practical pumping, are hospital grade and availa- 

ble for hire or to purchase through NCT.  

Contact: Alexandra on 077 1721 4515  

 
Home Birth Support  

Contact: Kate at HomeBirthNCTKensington@nct.org.uk 

 
Premature Birth Support Service  

Contact: Kerry at nct.kensingtonandchelsea.prem@gmail.com 

 
Parent Support  

Including Bumps and Babies and all other upcoming social events  

Contact: bandbnctkensington@yahoo.co.uk or 0844 243 0007 

 
Fancy a Cuppa? 1st time mums and 2nd time plus mums groups  

Contact: cuppanctkensington@yahoo.co.uk or 0844 243 0007 

 
Newsletter 

Contact: 0844 243 0007 

Editor: newsletternctkensington@yahoo.co.uk  

Advertising Coordinator: advertisingnctkensington@yahoo.co.uk 

 
Nearly New Sales  

Contact: nnsnctkensington@yahoo.co.uk or 0844 243 0007 

 
Volunteering/Branch Services  

Contact: nctkensington@yahoo.co.uk or 0844 243 0007 

 
 

Follow us on Facebook, search for our page NCT 

Kensington & Chelsea  

www.nct.org.uk/kensington 
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Advertising in NCT Kensington & Chelsea 

Newsletter  

Our A5 newsletter is professionally printed with a colour cover and  
black-and-white interior. Distribution includes 450 members, new  
members joining, parents-to-be booking antenatal courses and other 
interested parties. Our current print run is 750.  

 
Pricing (including VAT, currently at 20%) 

Black 1 4 Colour 1 4 Other 1 4 

and issue issues Cover issue issues issues issues 

White pages 

Quarter £32 £120 Inside £120 £460 Inserts £120 £460 

page Front (750) 
Full 

page 

Half £50 £190 Inside £120 £460 

page Back 
Full 

page 

Full £80 £300 Outside £150 £570 

page Back 

Full 

page 

To Book 

You can book by contacting the advertising coordinator. Please note  
that both the newsletter and the insert opportunities are limited, so will 
be offered on first come first served basis. We endeavour to email  
invoices within the week. We require payment prior to the adver- 
tising deadline to secure placement of the advert. The deadline  
for Autumn 2011 is 31st August 2011.  

 
Contact: advertisingnctkensington@yahoo.co.uk or 0844 243 0007 

 
© Kensington & Chelsea NCT 2011  

Please contact the Editor if you wish to reproduce anything in this newsletter at  

newsletternctkensington@yahoo.co.uk .  
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